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This Photograph Is Proof
Taking Back Sunday

Taking Back Sunday
This Photograph is Proof

Key of D major, with relative b minor

D Bm

           D
Well, i ll wait till you listen 
  Bm
I wont say a word 
   D
to follow your instincts 
Bm
just never worked for me 
       D
you re silent but strong, 
           Bm
(yeah, I m playing that card) 
           D                Bm
and you re noticing nothing again 

         Bm
Now I m lying on the table 
     C
with everything you said 
D                     Em
keep that in mind the way that it felt 
          G                    
when the most I could do was to just blame myself 

(Feel it out for once and feel nothing like everyone else) 
when the most I could do was to just blame myself 

      D
and I know you know, everything 
  Bm



I know you didn t mean it 
  G
I know you didn t mean it 
  D
I know you know, everything (drop everything, start it all over) 
  Bm
I know you didn t mean it  
  G
I know you didn t mean it (remember more then youd like to forget) 

           D
So, we re talking forever 
        Bm
and you almost feel better 
     D                     Bm
but, betters no excuse for tonight 
               D
you see, it s never bad enough 
         Bm
to just leave or give up
          D                    Bm
but, its never good enough to feel right 
 

        Bm
Now I m lying on the table 
      C
with everything you said 
            D
it will all catch up eventually 
         Em
well, it caught up and honestly 
     G
the weight of my decisions 
were impossible to hold 
but they were never yours
they were never yours

        D
Well I, know you know, everything 
  Bm
I know you didn t mean it
  G 



I know you didn t mean it 
  D
I know you know, everything (drop everything, start it all over) 
  Bm
I know you didn t mean it 
   G
I know you didn t mean it (remember more then youd like to forget) 

D
  Drop everything, start it all over
Bm                       G 
 remember more then youd like to forget [x2]

(D, D, Bm, G) (Hard to time and write out, listen to the song for the timing of
these chords)

Would you like to forget 
would you like to forget 
drop everything, start it all over 
well, drop everything start it all over (would you like to forget) 
drop everything start it all over 
start it all... 

         D
Well I, know you know, everything 
  Bm
I know you didn t mean it 
   G
I know you didn t mean it 
   D
I know you know, everything (drop everything, start it all over) 
  Bm
I know you didn t mean it  
   G
I know you didn t mean it (remember more then youd like to forget) 

(D, D, Bm, G) (Continue playing these chords for the outro)
I know you know 
I know you know...you know, you know, you know... 


